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INTRODUCTION 


This catalogue summarizes the range and proportions 
of rock types observed during a binocular microscope 
examination of the Apollo 16 4-10 mm coarse fines. As the 
examination was made through the window of the nitrogen 
lines at the Manned Spacecraft Center, without the aid of 
thin sections or analyses of any kind, all classifications, 
particularly those of crystalline rocks, are strictly 
tentative. The purpose of the report is to provide lunar 
investigators with information on which they may select 
and seek allocation of particles from this size range for 
detailed study. 



SAMPLE NUMBERS AND LOCATIONS 

Soil samples were taken at the 10 stations along t:he 
EVA traverses sketched in Figures 1 and 2. The specific 
sampling sites of the soil samples that yielded the 4-10 
mm fines described in this report are shown in the plani
metric diagrams accompanying the sample descriptions. 
Each sample was assigned a number beginning with 6 (which 
identifies it with Apollo 16) and ending in 4 (which rE!fers 
to the 4·-10 mm size range). In most cases the second digit 
of the sample number refers to the sampling site; excep
tions occur for stations 3 and 7 which were skipped on 
the EVAs.. Digits 3 and 7 therefore refer to stations 13 
and 11 respectively: 

Sample No. Station 

60004 10 
61004 1 
62004 2 
63004 13 
64004 4 
65004 5 
66004 6 
67004 11 
68004 8 
69004 9 
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Figure 1. 	 The Apollo 16 Landing site. Photograph with 
tracing of the EVA traverses and sample 
collection stations from U.S. Geological 
Survey Interagency Report. 
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SAMPLE PROCESSING 


The soil samples were returned from the moon in docu
mented bags that were opened in the nitrogen lines at the 
Manned Spacecraft Center. One-quarter to one-third of each 
sample was weighed and stored as a reserve for future use. 
The remaining sample was sieved and all particles coarser 
than 1 cm were described as individual rocks (Apollo 16 
Lunar Sample Information Catalogue). The 4-10 mm range is 
the coarsest of the soil fractions. 

For the purpose of macroscopic examination, most of 
the particles in the 4-10 rom size range were dusted off 
individually by holding them with forceps in a jet of N2 . After dusting, the particles were separated into categories 
on the basis of their lithologic character as viewed through 
a binocular microscope. A few samples, however, had been 
stored in a section of the nitrogen lines remote from dusting 
equipment; these were classified without dusting. These 
samples are labeled "undusted" as their classification is 
less reliable than that of the cleaned particles. 

After separation into categories each group of 
particles was described and photographed. All of the sample 
descriptions and a representative selection of photographs 
are included in this catalogue. 
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SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION 


The Descartes region is the first remote highland site 
visited on the Apollo missions and this fact is reflected in 
the absence of mare basalts from the hand specimens and 1:he 
coarse fines. Breccias of various types are the predominant 
rock type, but crystalline rocks, most of which are fine-
grained and probably recrystallized, are also abundant. 

On preliminary exami.nation, t:he Apollo 16 hand speci
mens were separated i.nto the following four categories: 
(see Apollo 16 Lunar Sample Informa"tion Catalogue) 1. Clastic 
matrix breccias that are white to very light gray and 
moderately friable with fine-grained matrix material of less 
than a few tenths of a millimeter. 2. Crushed anorthosites 
which are white and highly brecciated. 3. Coherent crystal
lines in a variety of homogeneous types with plagioclase 
ranging upward from 70%. 4. Gray and white breccias, each 
of which consists partly of gray clasts in a white matrix 
and partly of white clasts in a gray matrix. 

In the 4-10 mm fines, all distinction is lost between 
the breccias of categories 1 and 4. Gray and white breccias 
are abundant, but no particles are large enough to exhibit 
interchangeable matrix-clast relationships. The crushed 
anorthosites of category 2 are pres,~nt but anorthosites also 
occur in several other textures and degrees of crystallinity. 
Rocks of category 3 are abundant in the 4-10 mm fines, where 
many of them appear to be recrystallized glass. Several 
additional rock types are also pres,~nt in the 4-10 mm fines, 
including soil breccias, glasses, various polymineralic 
crystallines, and one unique metal particle. 
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The following rock types were established among the 
4-10 mm particles: 

1. Soil microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates 

This category includes brown to gray polymict micro
breccias that are darker in color than the common plagio
clase-rich rocks of the lunar terrae. Some of the micro
breccias are very friable and consist of rock, mineral, 
and glass clasts in a matrix of very fine-grained soil; 
others are coherent particles, lightly to strongly annealed, 
with relict clasts in a dark colored recrystallized matrix. 
Many particles, whether friable or annealed, are partially 
coated with brown cindery glass. In some cases, two or 
more particles of microbreccia are welded together in a 
delicate aggregate by crusts and filaments of cindery glass. 
The dark friable breccias, glass-welded aggregates, and 
annealed breccias are all assumed to be products formed 
and reprocessed in the lunar regolith. For purposes of this 
catalogue they are grouped in a single category as class 
la, Ib, and lc respectively. 

2. Glass 

Glass occurs as spherules and other free forms, as 
angular shards, and as irregular vesicular masses. Some 
glassy particles are vitreous but the majority are devitri 
fied to aphanitic materials that are translucent to opaque. 
Many are coated with fine dust and soil. The commonest 
colors among the Apollo 16 glasses are dark gray and brown, 
but dark green, dark yellow, and colorless to milky-white 
glasses are also present. Conspicuously absent are the 
light apple-green glasses that were a striking feature of 
the Apollo 15 soils. 

3. Gray and white breccias 

a. Friable. Clastic particles with gray and white 
components in various proportions are abundant in these 
samples. In general, the white material is the more friable 
and tends to crumble away leaving coherent nodules, clasts, 
and webby veinlets of gray fine-grained to aphanitic 
material. The white phase is plagioclase crushed or shocked 
to very fine grain size. The gray material is also plagio
clase-rich and may be partially glassy, but its actual 
composition and texture await thin section examinations. 
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b. Coherent. These are mottled gray and white rocks 
that appear to be annealed microbreccias. Such rocks may 
be either catac1astically deformed and recrystallized bed·
rock or annealed aggregates formed in the regolith over 
the terrae. 

4. Fine-grained crystallines 

Fine-grained to aphanitic part:icles that are 
uniformly gray or light brown are abundant in the 4-10 
mm fines. These particles are designated as fine-grained 
crystallines because they are essentially nondescript. 
Many of them are angular and blocky, others have rounded 
surfaces and appear nodular; still o·thers are markedly 
rough and pitted with small vesicles. All particles in 
this cate90ry are coherent to tough and tend to break 
with smooi:h fracture surfaces. Many are coated with white 
dust and are, in all probability, disaggregated inclusions 
from friable gray and white microbreccias. These particles 
could be subdivided on the basis of shape or shades of 
color but in general this was not done because their broad 
similarities seemed to outweigh their differences. However, 
the fine-9rained crystallines of category 4 grade tm.,rard 
several other categories including glass-rich particles (2), 
annealed srray and white microbreccias (3b), crystalline 
anorthosites (Sc), and gray crystallines (6a). 

5. Anorthosites 

Rocks consisting mainly of plagioclase feldspar occur 
as (a) clastic microbreccias, (b) chalky white particles 
with or without sparse black angular inclusions, (c) fine
grained essentially monomineralic crystallines, (d) gabbroic 
anorthosites. The clastic breccias consist of angular frag
ments that are white, colorless, OJ~ light gray in a very 
fine-grained white matrix. They are clearly aggregates in 
which both the clasts and the matrix materials were ultimately 
derived fl~om the same or similar anorthosi tic source rocks. 
Contrasting with the clastic breccias are particles con-· 
sisting mainly of chalky white material some of which contain 
black aphanitic inclusions that are often rhombic in cross 
section. This type of particle is not a polymict breccia 
but appears to be an anorthosi tic l~ock in which the feldspar 
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and other constituents, possibly including single grains 
of olivine and pyroxene, have been shocked to a micro
crystalline or glassy state. An understanding of these 
particles will require extensive studies of thin sections. 
Crystalline anorthosites occur as white equigranular rocks 
resembling fine-grained lumps of sugar, and also as porous 
intergrowths of euhedral and subhedral feldspar laths. In 
general the only visible components other than feldspar in 
the crystalline anorthosites are sparse grains of metal or 
sulfide. Gabbroic anorthosites include rocks consisting 
of plagioclase plus up to 35% of yellow or light brown 
mafic silicates. Most of the particles classified as anor
thosites are white or nearly white. Numerous gray breccias 
or crystallines of categories 3, 4, or 6 may also prove 
to be anorthositic when studied in thin sections. 

6. Gray crystallines 

Crystallines of a distinctly gray color suggestive 
of the presence of fine-grained opaques along with feld
spar and mafic silicates occur as (al sugary equigranular 
materials and (bl "salt-and-pepper" rocks with a "granitic" 
to "gneissic appearance. The equigranular crystallines 
vary from light to rather dark gray and resemble the 
norites of earlier Apollo samples. The "salt-and-pepper" 

rocks are uncommon and of uncertain character. 


7. Exceptional particles 

This category embraces any particle with an unusual 

composition or texture. It includes particles with in

teresting drusy vugs and rocks such as a gabbroic micro

porphyry, a possible variolitic basalt, and a unique 

aggregate of metallic globules. 
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In the sample descriptions the degrees of coherence 
are indicated in the following terms: 

Very friable: crumbles on gentle handling 

Friable: crumbles on moderat:e pressure 

Coherent: breaks along grair.. boundaries when struck 
with moderate force 

Tough: breaks across grain boundaries; requires 
great force 

Brit:tle: applies to glasses 

Most descriptions refer to several particles rather 
than a single one. Thus a phrase such as "friable to 
coherent" means that some grains are friable, others are 
coherent. Competent grains that: are very fine-grained to 
aphanit:ic are generally des cribed as tough although macro
scopically it is difficult to decide whether they break 
along or across grain boundaries. 

When fractures are visible in coherent or tough 
materials they are described as non-penetrative if they 
occur em only one side of a part:icle; as penetrative if 
they are seen on both sides. 

10 




Classification Outline 

1. Microbreccias (dark-colored regolith products) 

a. Friable 

b. Glass-welded aggregates 

c. Annealed 

2. Glass 

3. Gray and white microbreccias 

a. Friable 

b. Coherent 

4. Fine-grained crystallines (nondescript) 

5. Anorthosites 

a. Clastic microbreccias 

b. 	Chalky particles with or without angular black 

inclusions 

c. Crystallines (equigranular or felty) 

d. Gabbroic anorthosites 

6. Gray crystallines 

a. Sugary, equigranular (norites?) 

b. "Salt-and-pepper" rocks 

7. Exceptional particles 
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Station 1 is located in gently undulating 
terrain near the east rim of Flag Crater, a feature 
200 m i.n diameter with an original depth calculated 
at about 40 m. Flag Crater is believed to have pene
trated the rego li th and excava te,d the upper layers 
of the underlying Cayley Formation. Soil sample 
61144 was collected on a N-S traverse about 30 
meters east of the crater rim. Samples 61504 and 
61164 were taken near the ends of the traverse. 
Four samples were collected from the rim of Plum 
Crater, a small feature 40 m in diameter sculp
tured in the SE rim of Flag Crater. Sample 61184 
is a surface sample of rim material; sample 61244 
is from gray surface soil in the wall of a trench, 
and sample 61224 is from a white layer at a shallow 
depth in the trench. Sample 6l~~84 is from a fillet--· 
a deposit of soil banked smoothly against a boulder--' 
in the rim of Plum Crater. 
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SAMPLE 61144,1 


Rock Type: Glass-welded aggregates and microbreccias (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to lightly coherent 
Shape: Individual pieces, subangular 
Surface: Breccia surfaces smooth; glass cindery 
Color: Matrixes gray; angular inclusions dark and light 
Special Features: Thick coatings of brown vesicular glass 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: O.78g 

Remarks: Lithic fragments present in breccias 
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SAMPLE 61144 d.. 


Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable; penetrative frac·tures 
Shape: Subrounded from the shedding of grains 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: Yellowish white 
Special Features: A few small inters ti tial cavities 
No. of Part:icles: 1 / Weight: 0.52g 

Remarks: 	The particle is lustrous with feldspar cleavage 
faces. It consists of about 80% plagioclase in 
white laths up to 2 mm long and 20% mafic silicates 
in yellow interstitial grains. 

SAMPLE 61144,3 

Rock Type: Variolitic basalt (?) (7) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subangulari somewhat tabular 
Surface: 	Smooth upper surface; chipped sides 
Color: Gray; aphanitic 
Special Features: Numerous zap pits on upper surface 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.29 g 

Remarks: 	This particle is uniformly gray and aphanitic eXCE!pt 
for skeletal crystals 2 to 5 mm long that are visible 
on. one surface. On this basis the particle is classed, 
tentatively, as a variolitic basalt. 
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SAMPLE 61144,4 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent to tough 
Shape: Angular to irregular 
Surface: Rough, partially coated with soil 
Color: Gray to brown 
Special Features: Numerous small cavities and rounded vesicles 
No. of Particles: 14/ Weight: 3.49g 

Remarks: 	 Some of these particles appear to be devitrified 
glass; others may be annealed microbreccias. 

SAMPLE 61504,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and a glass-welded aggregate (la,lb,lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular and blocky to rounded 
Surface: Rough and partially coated with brown vesicular glass 
Color: Matrixes light brown to gray, and black 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 7 / Weight: 1.69g 

Remarks: 	 These particles vary from friable soil breccias 
to 2 (right) with black annealed matrixes. 
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SAMPLE 61504,2 


Rock Type: Glass-rich particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Rough, vesicular; partially coated with soil 
Color: Gray; aphanitic 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 2.43g 

IIIWWllJt:llnnlllilll1 
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SAMPLE 61504,3 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent, tough; some non-penetrative 
Shape: Angular fractures 
Surface: Rough; some particles vesicular 
Color: Various shades of gray and brown 
Special Features: Tiny vesicles and zap pits common 
No. of Particles: 25/ Weight: 5.93g 
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SAMPLE 61504,4 


Rock Type: Anorthosites (5c) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough; with minor small fract.ures 
Shape: Angular to rounded 
Surface: 	 Fine-grained, equigranular 
Color: White to light gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 1.01g 

SAMPLE 61504,5 

Rock Type: Exceptional particles (7) 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 1.06g 

Remarks: 	 One particle (right) is a soil microbreccia wi1:h 
a conspicuous clast of li9ht green glassy mateJeial 
that is unusual in the Apollo 16 samples. The 
two larger particles are devitrified glasses 
having small vugs some of which are lined with 
colorless crystals; other::; carry aggregates of 
metal or troilite spherules. 
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SAMPLE 61164,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccia and cindery glass (la, 2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Lumpy 
Color: Breccia matrix, light gray; glass brownish 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.2Sg 

Remarks: 	 One particle (left) is a soil breccia coated 
with brown vesicular glass; the other (right) 
is mainly glass coated with soil. 

SAMPLE 61164,2 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough and vesicular 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: Zap pits on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.94g 

Remarks: 	 Both particles are aphanitic at the surface but 
vitreous interiors are exposed in cavities. 
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61164,2 


SAMPLE 61164,3 

Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Interlocking mesh of plagioclase laths 
Color: White with a small percentage of pale brown 
Special Features: Irregular, interstitial cavities; soil on some 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.12g surfaces 

Remarks: The particle consists of plagioclase (about 95%) 
i.n subhedral crystals, and pale brown mafic 
silicates (about 5%) plus sparse metal grains. 
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SAMPLE 61164,4 


Pock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
oherence (intergranular): Coherent to tough 

Shape: Angular to rounded (nodular) 
Surface: Smooth to granular; partly dust-coated 
Color: Gray to nearly white 
Special Features: A few small vesicles; zap pits on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: O. 84g 

Remarks: 	 These particles range from gray to off-white; 
some of them are faintly mottled and appear to 
have white relict clasts in a gray groundmass. 
Tiny metallic globules are exposed on some of 
the fractured surfaces. This group of crystallines 
grades toward annealed gray microbreccias (3b) 
and also toward snorthosites (5c). 
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SAMPLE 61184,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias and a glass-welded aggregate (la,lb) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: 	 Rough, grainy 
Color: Matrixes gray; clasts white and gray 
Special Features: Partial coatings of brown cindery glass 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: O.70g 

SAMPLE 61184,2 

Rock Type: Glass-rich particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Vesicular 
Color: Dark gray; aphanitic 
Special Feai:ures: Clumps of metal globules in some vesicles 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 1.12g 

Remarks: 	 Four cavi ties in the larger pa.rticle contain 
aggregates of tiny metal spheres. 
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SAMPLE 61184,3 


Rock Type: Anorthosite (Sb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable; with penetrative fractures 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Nearly smooth 
Color: Chalky white with thin streaks and clasts of gray material 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.27g 

SAMPLE 61184,4 

Rock Type: Anorthositic microbreccias (Sa) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable; non-penetrative fractures 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Dusty and grainy 
Color: Matrix white; clasts white and gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.lOg 
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SAMPLE 61184,5 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough, competent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Smooth to sugary 
Color: Gray to nearly white 
Special Features: Small vesicles in some fragments 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 2. Olg 
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SAMPLE 61184,6 


Rock Type: Anorthosite and gabbroic anorthosites (5c,5d) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subrounded to rounded 
Surface: 	 Rough, granular 
Color: Yellowish white to gray 
special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 1. 86g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a is a medium-grained anorthosite with 
a small percentage of mafic silicates and no 
visible opaques. 

Particle b consists partly of aphanitic gray 
vesicular 	material and partly of fine-grained 
crystalline anorthosite. 

Part.icle c is yellowish and contains approxi
mately 60% plagioclase, 40% mafic silicates, 
and a trace of opaques. 
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SAMPLE 61244,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Angular to irregular 
Surface: Partially coated with brown cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes light brown to graYiclasts various shapes and 
Special Features: None colors 
No. of Particles: 18/ Weight: 2.60g 

SAMPLE 61244 42

Rock Type: Glass-rich particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough; fracture conchoidal 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Rough, vesicular; partly coated with fine _soil 
Color: Gray to brown, aphanitic 
Special Features: Zap pits on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: O.67g 

Remarks: 	 'rhese particles are probably recrystallized glasses 
and glass-rich breccias. 

SAMPLE 61244 I' 3 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Cohereni: to tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: 	 Smooth fractures; rough eltteriors 
Color: Gray to white 
Special Features: Small vugs in some particles; zap pits rare 
No. of Particles: 23/ Weight: 3.77g 

Remarks: 	 Many surfaces covered with fine soil 
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SAMPLE 61244,4 


Rock Type: Anorthosites and gabbroic anorthosites (5c,5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Rough, slabby 
Color: Light gray to white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 7 / Weight: 3.10g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a is a fine-grained gray crystalline 
with small vugs and fractures lined with drusy 
feldspar crystals. One large feldspar crystal 
(5 mm) is 	embedded in the fine groundmass. 

Particle b is a fine-grained gabbroic anortho
site; mainly white plagioclase with minor 
yellow and cinnamon mafics plus minute accessory 
opaques. 	 It contains specks of shiny metal on 
fractured 	surfaces. 

The sample also includes one 10 mm fragment of 
gabbroic anorthosite, consisting of plagioclase 
(60%) and yellow mafic silicates (40%), and four 
small, 4 mm fragments of white crystalline 
anorthosite. 

a 
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SAMPLE 61224,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) (3a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable and shedding 
Shape: Hounded 
Surface: Hough 
Color: Matrixes, very light brown to light gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 0.S8g 

Remarks: 	 The darkest brown breccia contains gray and 
white angular clasts and rare spherules; the 
lighter breccias contain angular clasts that are 
colorless to white. 

SAMPLE 61224,2 

Rock Type: Glass (2) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Angular fragment 
Surface: 	 Vitreous 
Color: Colorless to milky white 
Special Features: No vesicles or zap pits 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.18g 

Remarks: 	 The fragment has vitreous luster but is trans
lucent, almost milky an<l has tiny black and 
brown internal specks; some may be bubbles, 
others minute inclusions of dust. Light is 
reflected from internal curved fracture sur
faces. 
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SAMPLE 61224,3 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: 	 Mostly smooth; some coated with white dust 
Color: Light to dark gray 
Special Features: Small vesicles or irregular cavities in some 
No. of Particles: 12/ Weight: 3.l8g 	 grains 

Remarks: 	 These particles are all aphanitic to fine-grained 
and may be recrystallized glass-rich rocks. Tiny 
metal grains are visible on some fractured surfaces. 

SAMPLE 61224,4 

Rock Type: Mottled gray crystallines (6a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Smooth 
Color: Light gray mottled with a darker component 
Special Features: White dust on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 8 / Weight: 2.3lg 

Remarks: 	 Macroscopically, these particles differ from the 
more abundant dense homogeneous crystal lines of 
61224,3 in having at least two components. They 
appear to consist mainly of fine-grained gray 
plagioclase with a small percentage of opaques 
including sparse metal grains. A mafic com
ponent, if present, is not distinguishable be
cause of the small grain size. 
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SAMPLE 61224,5 


Rock Type: Anorthosites and gabbroic anorthosites (Sc,Sd) 
Coherence (intergranular):Coherent; s6me non-penetrative fractures 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Smooth to sugary; partially coated with dust 
Color: White to pale yellowish white 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: O.73g 

Remarks: 	 Two of these particles are sugary white, tough, and 
angular; the remaining four are fine-grained and consist 
mainly of plagioclase with a small percentage of yellow 
mafic silicates. 
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SAMPLE 61224,6 


Rock Type: Gabbroic microporphyry (7) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Very friable; shedding crystals 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: 	 Granular 
Color: Brown to greenish phenocrysts in white groundmass 
Special Features: Thin shells of glass on some fractured surfaces 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.34g 

Remarks: 	 These particles are unique among the rock types 
in this size range. The three fragments have some 
rounded surfaces partially coated with white dust 
and may possibly be three pieces of one nodular 
mass. The groundmass is fine-grained white 
plagioclase (40%); the phenocrysts are pale brown 
to greenish euhedral and subhedral crystals of 
pyroxene (60%). No opaques are visible. Broken 
surfaces reveal some irregular interstitial 
cavities. Two fractured surfaces are partially 
coated with thin shells of smooth colorless and 
green glass apparently formed by melting of the 
underlying minerals. 

,-- 
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SAMPLE 61284,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Rough and partially coated with brown cindery qlass 
Color: Matrixes light brown; clast:3 predominantly white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.14g 

SAMPLE 61284,2 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fract,ure 
Shape: One angular fragment; one rough spherule 
Surface: Spherule coated with fine white dust 
Color: Dark brown; aphanitic 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.66g 
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SAMPLE 61284,3 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la,lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: Rough, grainy 
Color: Matrixes light brown to gray; clasts dark and light 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: O.77g 

SAMPLE 61284,4 

Rock Type: Anorthosite (5b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: One surface coated with smooth black glass 
Color: Chalky white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.0 4g 
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SAMPLE 61284, S 


Rock ~rype: Crystallines (aphanitic to fine-grained) (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough, competent 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Rough and irregular to smooth 
Color: Various shades of gray, brown, and white 
Special Features: Small vuggy cavities and vesicles 
No. of Particles: 8/ Weight: 1.49g 

SAMPLE 61284,6 

Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosite (Sd) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Rough 
Color: Pale yellowish gray 
Special Features: Zap pits common 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.34g 

Remarks: 	 Rock rich in plagioclase but mafics and opaques 
are also present. Grain size is too fine to 
estimate percentages. 
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Station 2 is between Spook Crater and Buster 
Crater, both of which are less than 100 m in diameter. 
Of the two, Buster Crater is the younger, more sharply 
defined feature. It re-excavated ejecta from the Spook 
Crater event and probably penetrated to the underlying 
Cayley bedrock, fragments of which should be present in 
the rim. Sample 62284 is surface soil collected about 
35 m SE of Buster Crater; samples 62244 and 62234 are 
from the crater rim. 
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SAMPLE 62284,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable; shedding dust 
Shape: Sub rounded 
Surface: Grainy 
Color: Brown matrixes; small angular clasts, dark and ligh-c 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 17/ Weight: 2.03g 

SAMPLE 62284,2 

Rock Type: Annealed microbreccias (lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: One particle partially coat:ed with brown vesicular glass 
Color: Matrixes gray to black; clast:s mainly white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5/ Weight: 2.28g 

SAMP LE 62 2 84 , 3 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a,3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: Vesicular glass on some surfaces 
Color: Light gray to white 
Special Features: Zap pits present 
No. of Particles: 13/ Weight: 1.79g 
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SAMPLE 62284,4 


Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle 
Shape: Angular to ropy 
Surface: Vesicular; partly coated with dust. and breccia 
Color: Gray to milky white; vitreous to aphanitic 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.29g 

Remarks: 	 One of t.hese particles is a mass of vesicular 
ropy glass; the other is a fragment of a flow
banded vein from a microbreccia. It consists 
of light-colored feldspathic glass. 

SAMPLE 62284,5 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: 	 Tiny vesicles present in some particles 
Color: Light brown to gray and off-white 
Special Features: Many faces coated with dust or microbreccia 
No. of Particles: 15/ Weight: 3.00g 

SAMPLE 62284,6 

Rock Type: Anorthosites (6a, 6b) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subangular to rounded 
Surface: 	 Smooth to pebbly; with patches of colorless glass crust 
Color: Chalky white to gray and white 
Special Features: A few zap pits lined wi t:h colorless glass 
No. of Particles: 11/ Weight: 2.26g 

Remarks: 	 These particles range from microbreccias with 
angular white or gray clasts in a white matrix 
to very fine-grained chalky materials. 
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SAMPLE 62244,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable; shedding soil 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Dusty; dark brown glass on some surfaces 
Color: Matrixes light brown 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 48/ Weight: 8.70g 

Remarks: 	 Most of these particles are friable soil breccias (Ie» 
bu.t 2 are more competent gray-white breccias (3b) 
and 2 are dense annealed breccias with black 
matrixes and angular white clasts (lc). 

SAMPLE 62244,2 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a,3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent with a few nonpenetrative 
Shape: Angular to subrounded fractures 
Surface: Smooth fractures; other surfaces rough 
Color: chalky white matrixes; grey clasts 
Special Features: Rare glass-lined 2ap pits 
No. of Particles: 7 / Weight: 1.SSg 

Remarks: 	 Most of these particles consist predominantly of 
white feldspar and could eq:ually well be classified 
as anorthositic microbrecci.as. 
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SAMPLE 62244,3 


Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Irregular to spherical 
Surface: 	 Two particles vesicular; 2 smooth 
Color: Gray, yellowish brown, and dark green 
Special Features: White dust covering most of one particle 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: O.79g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a is a vesicular mass of greenish glass; 
particle b is a broken nodule of green aphanitic 
material coated with white soil on all surfaces 
except the fresh fracture; c is an aphanitic hollow 
spherule; d is a fragment of yellow-brown glass 
that is largely vitreous but has a smoothly rounded 
aphanitic upper surface abundan"Uy marked with zap 
pits. 

a b c 	 d 

I H I 

SAMPLE 62244,4 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Smooth to rough and irregular 
Color: Gray to brown and white 
Special Features: Zap pits on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 17/ Weight: 3.14g 

Remarks: 	 Some particles are very dense to aphanitic, 
others fine-grained. Most appear to be re
crystallized microbreccias or glasses. 
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SAMPLE 62234,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very f~iable and shedding 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Dusty 
Color: Matrixes light brown; clasts light and dark 
Special Features: A few small cavities present 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: O. 40g 

SAMPLE 62234,2 

Rock Type: Annealed microbreccias (lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Rough, with thin glass crusts on some surfaces 
Color: Light gray matrixes; light clasts 
Special Features: Zap pits present 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 0.74g 
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62234,2 


SAMPLE 62234,3 

Rock Type: Glass-rich particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle to tough 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Vesicular 
Color: Gray to brown i vitreous to aphanitic 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 1. 39g 

Remarks: 	These are fragments of boiled glasses with an abundance 
of included soil and microbreccia. 
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SAMPLE 6223L..,L 


Rock Type: Anorthositic microbrecGias (5a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Fairly coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Traces of glass and dust on some surfaces 
Color: Chalky white groundmass; gray streaks and inclusions 
Special Features: A few zap pits lined with colorless qlass 
No. of Particles: 10/ Weight: 2.3lg 

SAMPLE 62234,5 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough, competent 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Smooth; with minor vesicles and small vugs 
Color: Medium-light gray 
Special Features: A few zap pits 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 3.00g 
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Station 10 is on the Cayley Plains where Lunar 
Module Orion landed. It is an area of subdued craters 
with a relief of a few meters. The soils are generally 
gray with light streaks and patches of ejecta from 
South Ray Crater. The three samples in this collec
tion were taken from rake sample sites located within 
45 meters of the ALSEP package. 
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SAMPLE 60504-L1

Rock Type: Anorthosites (5a,5b) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Friable to cohesive 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: 	 Rough 
Color: White 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 0.22g 

Remarks: 	 3 particles are white clastic microbreccias; 
1 particle is a chalky white anorthosite. 

SAMPLE 60504,2 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (lb,lc) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Friable to cohesive 
Shape: Angular; irregular 
Surface: 	 Partially coated with brown, cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes gray; clasts, gray and white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 22/ Weight: 3.48g 

Remarks: 	 Most of these breccias are lightly annealed. One 
is strongly annealed and has white clasts in a 
black, aphanitic matrix. 

SAMPLE 60504,3 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystalli':1es (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular to rounded (nodular) 
Surface: Rough, sugary 
Color: Light gray to brown 
Special Features: Tiny vesicles in some particles 
No. of Particles: 7 / Weight: 1.5lg 

Remarks: Four particles are fine-grained, nondescript, 
angular fragments; three are irregular and have 
small vesicles. 
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SAMPLE 60504,4 


(Qck Type: Recrystallized microbreccias (lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Rough; sugary to vesicular 
Color: Dark gray with light relict clasts 
Special Features: Lenticular mass of white feldspar in one particle 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 1.01g 

Remarks: 	 These particles differ from those of 60504,3 
in having visible relict clasts in a dark 
aphanitic matrix. 

SAMP LE 6 0 0 5 4 , 1 

Rock Type: Microbreccia (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Partially coated with brown vesicular glass 
Color: Matrix, light brown; inclusions, light and dark 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.22g 
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SAMPLE 60054,2 


Rock Type: Glassy particle (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Irregular, with smooth flow surface 
Surface: Thinly coated with fine dust 
Color: Gray; aphanitic 
Special Features: One edge highly vesicular 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.30g 

SAMPLE 60054, ~: 

Rock Type: Anorthositic microbreccias (Sa)
Coherence (intergranular): Friable; a few penetrative frac·tures 
Shape: Subangular to rounded 
Surface: Powdery 
Color: M.atrixes chalky white; inclu~dons, colorless, gray, white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 10/ Weight: 3.00g 
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SAMPLE 60054,4 


Rock Type: Annealed gray and white microbreccias (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent; some penetrative fractures 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough 
Color: Matrixes gray; clasts mostly white 
Special Features: Vesicular glass coating one particle 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.42g 

SAMPLE 60054,5 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular and blocky to irregular 
Surface: Fractures smooth, other surfaces rough 
Color: Various shades of gray and light brown 
Special Features: Some particles vesicular 
No. of Particles: 14/ Weight: 2.40g 

Remarks: 	 These particles include a broad spectrum of the 
types found in category 4. They range from fine
grained to aphanitic; smooth to vesicular. Several 
particles are coated with fine white dust and appear 
to be clasts or nodules disaggregated from anortho
sitic microbreccias. The vesicular particles 
are probably crystallines derived from glasses that 
were quenched in an early stage of crystallization 
or have devitrified. 
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60054,5 


SAMPLE 60604,,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass--welded aggregates (la,lb,lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular, irregular 
Surface: Rough, partially coated with glass 
Color: Matrixes gray to light brown; clasts predominantly light 
Special Features: None 
No_ of Particles: 13/ Weight: 1.15g 
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60604,1 


SAMPLE 60604,2 

Rock Type: Gray crystallines (6a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: Light gray 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.61g 

Remarks: 	 Plagioclase is predominant in these particles. 
The textures are fine-grained, equigranular 
except for the particle at lower right, which 
includes one large feldspar crystal 4 rom long 
embedded in the fine groundmass. 
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:::;AMt'Lb OUOUL1, J 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle 
Shape: Ropy and irregular to nearly spherical 
Surface: Rough; coated with dust and soil particles 
Color: Dark gray; vitreous to aphanitic 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: o. 54g 

SAMPLE 606C~ 

Rock Type,: Fine-grained crys tal lines (4) 
Coherence, 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Blocky to irregular 
Surface: 	 Rough 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: Zap pits on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 7 / Weight: 1.37g 

Remarks: 	 These are very fine-grained crystallines, each 
of which appears fairly homogeneous excepting 
for a few irregular whit:e blotches suggestive, of 
recrystallized white clasts. The more irregu.lar 
particles have tiny vesicles. 
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Stations 4, 5, and 6 are on the NW slope of 
Stone Mountain, a prominent feature that rises 
above the Cay ley Plains about 3.:i km south of the 
landing site. Advance geologic interpretations 
of aerial photographs suggested that Stone Moun
tain consists of the Descartes Formation, an 
ancient pre-Imbrian terra material, and that the 
plains are of the younger, smoother Imbrian Cayley 
Formation. On the EVA, however, the astronauts 
did not observe any perceptible change in color or 
character of the regolith as they left the plains 
and started up the mountain. 

Station 4 is the highest of the three on the 
mountain. At this site the regional slope is 
10-15° to the NW and the regolith is blocky with 
ejecta from nearby South Ray Crater. Sample 64504 
was taken from a rake sample site at the rim of a 
small l~) m crater, and sample 64424 is from the 
bottom of a shallow trench in thE~ south rim of the 
same crater. No evidence of layering was observed 
in the trench wall. Samples 64804 and 64814 were 
collected at a rake sample site in the rim of another 
small crater some 60 m SW of the first. 

Station 5 is 0.5 km down the slope from Sta
tion 4. It is on a bench, about 50 m wide with 
a northvlard slope of about 5°. ~;amples 65504 and 
65704 were taken from rake sample sites at the rim 
of a small 20 m crater on the bench. Sample 65904 
was coLLected from 15 em beneath the surface at a 
site not specified on the available plainmetric 
maps. 

Station 6 is on the lowest bench on Stone 
Mountain where the regional slope is less than 5°. 
Samples 66034 and 66044 were colLected from the 
rim of a very small crater. Sample 66084 is from 
a patch of white material on the surface of the 
regolith. 
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SAMP LE 64 50 4 , 1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to very friable 
Shape: Subangular to rounded 
Surface: Grainy 
Color: Matrixes light brown to gray 
Special Features: Glassy coatings on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 20/ Weight: 4.l6g 

SAMPLE 64504/2 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a, 3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough and irregular 
Color: White clasts in dense gray matrixes 
Special Features; Some veinlets of dark glass 
No. of Particles: 19/ Weight: 4.39g 
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SAMPLE 64504,3 

Rock Typ~!: Annealed gray and white microbreccias (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough 
Color: variegated gray and white 
Special Features: Thin coating of g:Lass on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 9 / Weight: 2.12(1 
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SAMPLE 64504,4 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky to irregular 
Surface: Textures vary from aphanitic and flinty, to sugary 
Color: Gray to reddish brown 
Special Features: Minute vesicles in some particles 
No. of Particles: 23/ Weight: 4.4lg 

Iii i IIi I 

SAMPLE 64504,5 

Rock Type: Anorthosites (5a,5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: Textures: some fragmental, others aphanitic 
Color: Predominantly chalky white; sparse gray and white inclusions 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 22/ Weight: 3.47g 
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SAMPLE 64504 .. 6 


Rock Type: Exceptional particles (7) 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 1.05g 

Remarks: 	 Particles a and c are veins of black glass ,vi th 
attached fragments of gra.y microbreccias. Particle 
A is mostly vitreous but has a chilled region of 
gray aphanitic material. 

Particle b is a small dust-coated nodule with one 
broken surface exposing qreen aphanitic material 
with a waxy luster; the qreen material may be 
olivine or may be devitr.ified glass. 

Particle d is a tough, elongate nodule coated with 
fine soil. It is not fractured and its character 
is unknown. 

Particle e is an angular fragment of white tra.ns
lucent feldspar glass. 

b 

e 

d 
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SAMPLE 64504,7 


Rock Type: Anorthosites and gabbroic anorthosites (5c,5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent; deep fractures in 2 particles 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Rough; 1 particle soil-coated 
Color: Light gray to yellowish white 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 1.52g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a is a gray vesicular mass of feldspar 
laths with a rough surface coated with fine dust. 
Some of the vesicles contain small metallic 
globules. 

Particles band Care gabbroic anorthosites with 
approximately 85% plagioclase and 15% mafic 
silicates including yellow olivine and cinnamon 
pyroxenes. 

Particle d is a fine-grained, equigranular, 
sugary anorthosite. 

a b 	 c d 
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SAMPLE 64424,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (Intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Grainy; partially coated with cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes light brown; clasts gray and white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.29g 

SAMPLE 64424,2 

Rock Type: Shocked anorthosites (5b) 
Coherence (i.ntergranular): Friable, with non-penetrative fractures 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Slabby, with thin patches of brown to colorless glass 
Color: Chalky white matrixes; dark gray angular inclusions 
Special Feat.ures: A few glass-lined zap pits 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.68g 

Remarks: 	 These particles appear to be anorthositic rocks 
that were shocked in situ. Matrix and inclusions 
are both very fine-grained to aphanitic. 
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SAMPLE 64424,3 


Rock Type: Microbreccia, partially annealed (lc) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Friable; with penetrative fracturing
Shape: Irregular 	 . 
Surface: 	 Rough 
Color: Matrix gray; clasts white or gray and aphanitic 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.lSg 

SAMPLE 64424,4 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent (to tough) 
Shape: Blocky, angular 
Surface: Smooth to rough, sugary 
Color: Light gray to light brown 
Special Features: Relict clasts visible in one particle 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: O.64g 

Remarks: 	 The particle at lower left is aphanitic, has 
small vesicles, and appears to be a re~rystallized 
glass; the one at lower right is a recrystallized 
microbreccia. 
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SAMPLE 64424,5 


Rock Type: Uncertain (7); crystalli::le or glass-rich 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Subrounded, equant 
Surface: Soil coated except for one small fracture 
Color: Light green 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.04g 

Remarks: 	 This particle is a nodular mass of either an 
aphanitic green mafic rock or a devitrified 
green glass. 

SAMPLE 64814,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccias (la,lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to cohesive 
Shape: Angular to rounded 
Surface: Rough; partially coated with brown cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes light brown; clasts light and dark 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: O.77g 

Remarks: 	The particle at upper left is very friable and 
rounded by abrasion. The angular particle at 
lower right is strongly annealed and has a black 
matrix with white clasts. The other three are 
lightly annealed. 
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64814,1 


SAMPLE 64814,2 

Rock Type: Glass (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Rough, vesicular 
Color: Brown 
Special Features: None 
No. of Pa~ticles: 1 / Weight: O.12g 

Remarks: 	 The particle lS mainly cindery glass but includes 
an abundance of dust and soil fragments. 
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SAMPLE 64814,3 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Relatively smooth with a few small vesicles 
Color: Light to medium gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 8 / Weight: 1. '59g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a has white relict clasts and is a 
recrystallized microbreccia; the others are homo
geneous, nondescript. 

SAMPLE 64814,4 

Rock Type: Gabbro i c anorthosite (!5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Cohesive 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: Light yellowish white 
Special Features: Soil coating onE~ surface 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.:L6g 

Remarks: 	 Macroscopically, this particle appears to contain 
white plagioclase (about 60%), brownish-yellow 
pyroxene (about 40%); opaques about 1%. 
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SAMPLE 64804,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb,lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Most breccias very friable and shed

ding dust; 3 are partially annealed and 
coherent 

Color: Matrixes gray; clasts range from dark to light 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 12/ Weight: 1.83g 

Remarks: 	 Six of these particles are friable soil breccias 
with fine-grained powdery matrixes; these are 
rounded from constant shedding of dust. Three 
particles (upper left) are glass-welded aggre
gates of similar material. Three others, in
cluding the two largest ones, are partially 
annealed and have coherent, dark gray matrixes 
with angular white clasts plus inclusions of a 
yellow mafic mineral. 



SAMPLE 6480 <1,2 


Rock Type:: Gray and white microbreccias (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough 
Color: Mottled gray and white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 14/ Weight: 2.93g 

Remarks: 	 These particles grade from friable breccias with 
fine-grained white matrixes and grey inclusions 
to more coherent rocks with a webbed gray and white 
texture. 
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SAMPLE 64804,3 


Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosites (Sd) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Rough, with small vesicles in some particles 
Color: Light beige 
Special Features: Honey yellow crystals in small rounded vugs 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 1.04g 

Remarks: 	 Particles are predominantly of plagioclase, but 
mafic silicates and tiny opaque grains are also 
present. 

SAMPLE 64804,4 

Rock Type: Anorthosites (Sc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Fine-grained,
Color: White 

sugary, with small vugs 

Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.29g 
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SAMl'LE 6550 LI, 1 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Glass-welded aggregateE: (lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): BrittlE! glass; very friable soil 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Vesicular; coated with dust 
Color: Dark brown cindery glass; light brown soil 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2/ Weight: 0.99g 

SAMPLE 65504,2 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a) (?) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Nodular to angular 
Surface: Dust-coated 
Color: Uncertain because of gray dust 
Special Features: Small vugs in 3 particles 
No. of Particles: 6 I Weight: 2.04g 
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SAMPLE 65504,3 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Dust-coated 
Color: Probably gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.54g 

SAMPLE 65504,4 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Very friable clods of soil. 
Weight: 16.77g 

Remarks: 	 Although this sample began in the 4-10 rom 
size range, most of it disaggregated to 
finer materials on gentle handling. None of 
the large clods in the photograph are coherent 
enough to survive transportation to another 
laboratory. 
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SAMP LE 6570.!t..L 

Rock Type: Microbreccias (3a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to fairly coherent 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Splattered with droplets of black glass 
Color: Matrixes white, clasts white and gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.83g 

SAMPLE 65704,2 

Rock TYPE~: Gabbroic anorthos i te ':?) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Coated with fine dust 
Color: White 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: l/ Weight: O"l7g 

Remarks: 	 Rock is too fine-grained to dis tinguish separate 
minerals macroscopically, but a small percen1:age 
of yellow mafics and rare opaques appear to be 
present in addition to -:he dominant white plagio
clase. 
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SAMPLE 65704,3 


Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccia (recrystallized) (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Liberally spattered with droplets of black glass 
Color: Gray matrix with white splotchy inclusions 
Special Features: 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.llg 

SAMPLE 65904,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Partially coated with brown cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes light brown; clasts both light and dark 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 24/ Weight: 3.l2g 

SAMPLE 65904,2 

Rock Type: Glass bomblet (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Fragile 
Shape: Bullet-shaped 
Surface: Rough, aphanitic, and coated with fine dust and soil 
Color: Dark brown 
Special Features: Hollow; vitreous interior 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.3lg 
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SAMPLE 65904,3 

Rock Type: Annealed Gray and white microbreccias (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	Rough; numerous small vesicles 
Color: Gray mottled with white 
Special Features: Zap!its on several particles 
No. of Particles: 11 Weight: 3.0lg 

Remarks: 	Two particles include large clasts of chalky white 
anorthosi te; others appear -to be monomict clas tic 
breccias. 

SAMPLE 65904,4 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystalline~; (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: A few vesicles in an aphanitic to fine-grained t:exture 
Color: Gray to light brown 
Special Features: One fragment almost shattered from zap--pi tting 
No. of Particles: 9 / Weight: 2.l3g 
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SAMPLE 65904,5 


Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosites (5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Medium-grained; sugary 
Color: Yellowish-white 
Special Features: A few glass-lined zap pits 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.28g 

Remarks: 	 These crystallines are polymineralic with plagio
clase predominant, yellowish mafics minor, and 
tiny black opaque accessories. 

SAMPLE 66034,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccia, (lightly annealed) (lc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable, shedding small chips 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Grainy 
Color: Matrix light brown; clasts angular, mainly white and gray 
Special Features: One shallow glass-lined cavity 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 1.07g 
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SAMPLE 66034,2 


Rock Type: Compound particles: whitE! microbreccias and glass (3a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Breccias friable; glass brittle 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Breccias grainy; glass vesicular 
Color: Breccias white with gray clasts; glass gray to black 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 2.l6g 

Remarks: 	 3 particles are mainly vitreous to aphanitic 
dark glass with attached fragments of friable 
white microbreccia; one is a detached fragment 
of white breccia. 
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SAMPLE 66044,1 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: 2 spherules; 11 jagged vesicular fragments 
Surface: Largely coated with fine dust 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: Zap pits common; small spherules on larger ones 
No. of Particles: 13/ Weight: 3.l3g 
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SAMPLE 6604~~ (undusted) 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass;-welded aggregates (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Very irregular 
Surface: Dusty to vesicular 
Color: Matrixes light brown; glasses brown 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 15/ Weight: 3.09g 

Remarks: 	 Most particles are soil breccias with glassy crusts; 
a few consist mainly of cindery glass. 

SAMPLE 66044,3 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Crys talline anorthos i ten (Sc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent to tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Smooth to rough, granular 
Color: White to light gray 
Special Features: Small vesicles in some grains 
No. of Particles: 21/ Weight: 2.64g 

Remarks: 	Most of these particles are very fine-grained, 
homogeneous and nondescrip·'::. One particle is 
partly enclosed within a gray microbreccia. 

SAMPLE 66044,4 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular to rounded 
Surface: 	 Rough with a few rounded vesicles 
Color: Medium gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.42g 
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SAMPLE 66044,5 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Anorthosites: A.Microbreccia (5a);B.Crystalline (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): A. Friable; B. Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 A. Very rough; B. Relatively smooth 
Color: White 
Special Features: A. Rust spots and yellow coating 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.70g 

Remarks: 	 Particle A is an anorthositic microbreccia with a 
white matrix and gray and white angular clasts. 
One surface has several irregular patches of 
red-brown rust plus an overall coating of pale 
sulfur-yellow. 

Particle B is a fine-grained equigranular crystalline 
with a sugary texture. 

A 	 B 
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SAMPLE 66084, 1 (undus ted) 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Breccias; grainy; glass,vesicular 
Color: Brown matrixes; brown cindery glass 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 0.42g 

SAMPLE 6608~(undusted) 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough, sintery on some particles 
Color: Medium gray 
Special Features: Tiny vesicles in most particles 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 0.96g 

Remarks: 	 The surface textures of these particles suggest 
that they are, or formerly were, glass-rich. 
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SAMPLE 66084,3 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a,3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: Matrixes light gray to white 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 0.68g 

Remarks: 	 One particle (center) includes a large clast of 
pure white crystalline anorthosite with a fine
grained, sugary texture. 
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Station 8 is situated on a blanket of light
colored ejecta from South Ray Crater. Sample 68504 
is from a rake sample site nearly midway between 
two small craters. Sample 68124 is from the rim 
of a small crater. Sample 68844 is the coarse frac
tion of a reference soil collectl~d for comparison 
with Sample 68824 which is from a fillet banked 
against a breccia boulder. 
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SAMPLE 68504,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Some surfaces coated with brown cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes gray, fine-grained; clasts light and dark 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 12/ Weight: 1.20g 

SAMPLE 68504,2 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle; conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Vesicular; partially coated with fine dust 
Color: Dark gray; translucent to aphanitic 
Special Features: Zap pits common 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 1.10g 
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SAMPLE 68504,:1 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: 	 Small gas cavities cornmon; white dust on some surfaces 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 25/ Weiaht: 5.10er 

SAMPLE 68504,4 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystalline:3 (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: 	 Small vesicles present in some grains; others smooth 
Color: Light gray to light brown 
Special Features: Zap pits cornmon 
No. of Particles: 19/ Weight: 6.14g 

Remarks: 	 These particles differ from those in sample 68504,3 
mainly in color. 'rhe two. 9roups would have been 
combined if sample 68504 W,2re not so rich in fine
grained crystallines. 
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68504,4 


SAMPLE 68504,5 

Rock Type: Crystalline anorthosites (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: White to light gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 6/ Weight: 1.26g 

Remarks: 	 Some of these particles (such as the one at 
lower right) consist mainly of randomly oriented 
plagioclase laths; others have equigranular, 
sugary textures. 
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SAMPLE 68504, €~ 

Rock Type: Exceptional particles (7) 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 1.33g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a is an unusually fine specimen of crystal
line anorthosite (5c) consisting of a felty inter
growth of plagioclase laths. Small cavities con
tain euhedral plagioclase crystals. 

Particle b 1s a flattened "pebble" of very fine
grained gray crystalline material (4). It has a 
somewhat rough surface coated with fine dust. 
Its rounded shape suggests abrasion, but the 
particle may be an unusually smooth nodule from 
an anorthositic breccia. 

Particle C is an irregular, somewhat vesicular, 
light gray crystalline (6a), distinguished by a 
conspicuous spot of red rust on one surface. 

Particle d resembles a geode; it consists mainly 
of gray aphanitic, almost flinty material with 
one recessed surface lined with drusy feldspar 
crystals. In the deepest part of the cavity are 
several lustrous crystals or globules of brassy 
troili teo 
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68504,6 
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SAMPLE 68124,1 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface:: Rough, partially coated wi th brown cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes, light brown; clasts mainly gray and whii:e 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 0.44g 

SAMPLE 68124,2 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbrEccias, (annealed) (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Blocky to irregular 
Surface: Rough; partially coated with glass 
Color: Matrixes white; clas ts whi t:e and gray 
Special Features: Large cavities present in one particle 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 1.24g 

Remarks: 	 The largest of these part:icles (right) has deep 
cavities and a smoothly undulating surface; it 
may be rich in glass. 
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SAMPLE 68124,3. (undusted) 

Rock Type: Glass (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle 
Shape: Spherules 
Surface: Vitreous; partially coated with fine dust 
Color: Dark brown 
Special Features: Small pi.ts and blebs on surfaces 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.28g 

SAMPLE 68124,4. (undusted) 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular; blocky to irregular 
Surface: Some fractured surfaces smooth, others rough, vesicular 
Color: Various shades of gray 
Special Features: Drusy vugs 
No. of Particles: .13/ Weight: 4.57g 

Remarks: 	 Several of these particles appear to be devitrified 
glass. Two of them have conspicuous vugs lined wi.th 
crystals of feldspar and/or metal or sulfide. 
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68124,4 


SAMPLE 68124 ,~( undusted) 

Rock Type: Glass-rich particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent to tough. 
Shape: A.ngular, slabby, with a few rounded v~sicles 
Surface: Smooth to grainy; partially glass-coated 
Color: Gray 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.33g 

Remarks: 	 The particle at left is partly vitreous, partly 
aphanitic. The particle at right is an annealed 
glass-rich microbreccia that includes a gabbroic 
clast 7 rnm in section. It is cut by two or thre'= 
non-penetrative fractures. 
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SAMPLE 68124,6 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Gray crystallines (6a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Rough, granular, with a few small vesicles 
Color: Light gray 
Special Features: Traces of thin glass crusts; a few zap pits 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 0.80g 

Remarks: 	 These particles are predominantly plagioclase but 
appear to have minor mafic silicates and sparse 
opaques. (Observation uncertain because of dust 
coat and fine grain size.) 

SAMPLE 68124,7 (undusted) 

Rock Type: Anorthosites (5a,5c) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: 	 Smooth to granular 
Color: White 
Special Features: None· 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.5lg 

Remarks: 	 One particle (left) is a tabular fragment of micro
breccia in which colorless fragments occur in an 
annealed white matrix; the other is a blocky 
fragment of fine-grained anorthosite with no 
visible components except plagioclase. 
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SAMPLE 6 8 8 4 4 , J. 


Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,l:o,lc) 
Coherence (intergranulclr): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Subrounded to irregular 
Surface: Breccias, grainy; glass, vesicular 
Color: Matrixes light brown to gray; glass brown, cindery 
Special Features: NOnE! 
No. of Particles: 13/ Weight: 1. 56sr 

Remarks: 	 Four of thesE! microbreccias are partially annealed 
and more coherent than the rest. 

SAMPLE 68844,2 

Rock Type: Aphanitic crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranulilr): Tough, fJ_inty 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: 	 Abundant vesicles and rounded cavities 
Color: Gray to light brown 
Special Features: Zap pits on some Eiurfaces 
No. of Particles: 10/ Weight: 2.21sr 

Remarks: 	 Particles are probably recrystallized glasses. 
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SAMPLE 68844,3 


Rock Type: Anorthosites; fine-grained crystalline (Sc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough, competent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Granular; partly coated with dust 
Color: Light gray to white 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 0.66g 

SAMPLE 68844,4 

Rock Type: Exceptional particles (7) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Blocky 
Surface: Rough; with cavities 
Color: Light gray 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 2 / weight: 0.28g 

Remarks: 	 These two particles are excep"tional for the 
contents of their cavities. The particle at 
left has a small round cavity filled with a 
clump of metallic globules which resembles, on 
a mini-scale, the large globular aggregate of 
particle 63344,1. The particle at right has a 
deep irregular cavity partially lined with metal 
or sulfide crystals. 
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SAMPLE 68824 t..L 


Rock Type: Anorthositic microbrecc.ia (Sa) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Rough, with several small cavities 
Color: White 
Special Features: 
No. of Particles: 

A crust and several droplets of black glass 
1 / Weight: O.16g 

Remarks: Numerous tiny spo·ts of orange rust occur around 
cavities and on fractured surfaces . 

.............i••"·.7.·.' 


SAMPLE 6 8824,2 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Vesicular 
Color: Dark gray; vi i:reous to aphanitic 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: O.41g 

Remarks: 	 Particles are devitrified or recrystallized glass 
with white crushed anorthosite adhering to some 
surfaces. 
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SAMPLE 68824,3 


Rock Type: Annealed gray and white microbreccias (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Rough, with small irregular voids and round vesicles 
Color:Gray mottled with white 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: O.59g 

Remarks: 	 These particles have white relict clasts in a gray 
groundmass and a rough, vesicular form. They are 
probably strongly annealed breccias rich in glass. 
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SAMPLE 68824,4 


Rock Type: Exceptional particle (7) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular; with imposed parting planes 
Surface: 	 One surfacE' smooth, polished 
Color: Light gray; ccphani tic 
Special Features: Zap pits abundant: on polished surface 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.J.2g 

Remarks: 	 The exceptional aspect of this particle is i b" 
single polj.shed surface which shows faint but 
distinct unidirectional ~rrooving. It has 
clearly been polished by abrasion. 

SAMPLE 68824,5 

Rock Type: Anorthosite (5c) 
Coherence (intergran~.lar): Friable; crystals easily dislodged 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Partially coated with pat:ches of brownish glass 
Color: Gray-white 
Special Features: Sparse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.J.8g 

Remarks: 	 The particle as a whole is light gray and very 
fine-grained; tiny laths of white plagioclase 
and grains of metal are the only visible components. 

68824,4 	 68824,5 
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STATION 9 

Station 9 is about 400 m north of Station 8 at a 
site strewn with both light and dark ejecta from South 
Ray Crater. The three samples of coarse fines in this 
collection were taken close to an angular 0.5 m boulder 
on the rim of a crater about 40 m in diameter. Sample 
69924 is from surface soil skimmed from the shadow of 
the boulder; sample 69944 is from a scoop sample also 
taken in the shadow of the boulder. After they had 
finished sampling the boulder itself and the nearby soils, 
the astronauts rolled the boulder aside and collected 
sample 69964 from beneath it. 
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SAMPLE 69924,1. 


Rock Type: Microbrecci.as, and a glass-welded aggregate (la,lb) 
Coherence (intergranular): F'riable 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough 
Color: Matrixes light brown; clasts light and dark; glass brown 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 9 / Weight: 0.41g 

SAMPLE 69924,2 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccia (3a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Very rough and jagged 
Color: White matrix with gray angular clasts 
Special Features: Glass-lined zap pits 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.199 

Remarks: 	 Several conspicuous spots of red rust occur on 
particle. 
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SAMPLE 69924,3 


Rock Type: Glassy particle (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Very irregular 
Surface: Vesicular; vitreous to aphanitic 
Color: Dark gray, translucent to opaque 
Special Features: White recrystallized clasts visible 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.08g 

Remarks: 	 Tiny metal or sulfide globules visible on frac
tured surfaces. 

SAMPLE 69924,4 

Rock Type: Anorthosite, fine-grained crystalline (Sc) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: 	 Rough, sugary; with tiny voids 
Color: Light gray 
Special Features: Several glass-lined zap pits 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.lSg 
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:;AMPLE 69924, S 


Rock Type: Very fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranula:~): Coherent except for one deep fracture 
Shape: Angular 
Surf ace: Irregular 
Color: Mottled gray and white 
Special Features: Patches of light brown glass on surfaces 
t:Jo. c::: Parti. cles : 2 / ''leight: O. lSg 

Remarks: 	 Particles are probably recrystallized anorthositic 
breccias. 
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SAMPLE 69944,1 


Rock Type: Microbreccias and glass-welded aggregates (la,lb,lc) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Very friable to tough 
Shape: Rounded to angular 
Surface: 	 Partially coated with brown cindery glass 
Color: Matrixes gray to brown; clasts gray and white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: O.4lg 

Remarks: 	 The two breccias at right are cohesive soils; 
very friable and rounded by abrasion; the two 
at left are coated or welded by brown, cindery 
glass; the breccia at center is annealed and 
tough with a black matrix, white clasts, and a 
partial coating of dark glass. 

SAMPLE 69944,2 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Partially soil-covered 
Color: Matrixes white; clasts and lenses gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: O. 40g 
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SAMPLE 69944,3 


Rock Type: Glasses (2) 
Coherence (intergran'llar): Britth;, with conchoidal fracture 
Shape: Spherules and angular chunks 
Surface: Chunks are vesicular 
Color: Dark brown, '~reenf and gray; vi treous to aphani ·tic 
Special Features: Z~p pits on several particles 
No. of Particles: ll/ Weight: 1.63g 

Remark~;: 	 Of the four spherules in this sample, a and b 
are severely chipped as a result of zap pitting, 
c is coate:] with rough soil particles, and 
d is flattened and has a large saucer-shaped 
depression in one side. The bottom of the depression 
preserves a rounded mold as though impacted by a 
spherule while the glass was still warm. Spherule 
d is dented but not fractured. 

b 
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SAMPLE 69944,4 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Somewhat vesicular; fractured surfaces smooth 
Color: Dark to light gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: 1.03g 

SAMPLE 69944,5 

Rock Type: Anorthosite (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Blocky 
Surface: 	 Sugary 
Color: White 
Special Features: 3 droplets of light green glass on one surface 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.12g 

Remarks: 	 The droplets on this fragment are the only light 
green glasses observed in the 4-10 nun fines. They 
are reminiscent of the apple green glasses that 
were abundant in the Apollo 15 samples, but are of 
a grayer, more subdued color. 
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SAMPLE 6994 ~ 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbr,,"ccias; annealed (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Cohere::1t 
Shape: Angular to s"lbrounded 
Surface: Finely granular, partially glass-coated 
Color: Gray mottled with white 
Special Features: S(~e Remarks 
No. of Pa:rticles: 2 / Weight: O.43g 

Remarks: The smalle:~ particle shows a faint suggestion of 
a banded tl!xture. 

SAMPLE 699 6 Ll, 1 

Rock Type: Glass-rich particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranlllar): BrittlE! 
Shape: Very irregu12lr 
Surface: Vesicular 
Color: Dark brown 
Special Features: One particle includes a large clast of gray 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.S3g microbreccia 
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SAMPLE 69964,2 


Rock Type: Anorthosites (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	Smooth to granular; partially soil-coated 
Color: White to gray 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.70 

Remarks: 	The larger particle actually consists of two rock types: 
a sugary white crystalline anorthosite attached to a 
gray and white annealed microbreccia. The particle is 
largely coated with brown soil. 

The elongate particle is of white, translucent 
plagioclase studded at one end with crystals of 
brown pyroxene (?) 
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Rock Type: MicrobrecciaE: (la, Ie) 
Coherence (intergranular): 2 particles friable; one tough, annealed 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Grainy; partly coated with brown cindery glass 
Color: Friable matrixes gray; annealed matrix black 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.37g 

Remarks: 	 The annealed particle includE!s angular white and 
yellow clasts. 

SAMPLE 69964,4 

Rock Type: Fine~grained crystallines. (4) 
Coherence (intergranu12.r): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Smooth to roughly granular 
Color: Gray to light brown 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 1.02; 
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69964,4 


'.'.> 

SAMPLE 69964,5 

Rock Type: Aphanitic particles; glass--rich (?) (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, slabby 
Surface: Pitted with vesicles up to 3 rnm in diameter 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 0.9ag 

Remarks: 	 These particles are aphanitic, almost flinty in 
character. They are probably devitrified glasses, 
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STATION II 

Stations 11 and 13 are the on:_y two sampling sites 
that lie north of the LM. Station 11 is on the SE rim 
of North Ray Crater. The immense block of crater ejecta 
called House Rock lies about 20 m outside the rim crest. 
House Rock and other large boulders are represented by 
black dots and patches in the figure above. The regolith 
in this general vicinity proved to be unexpectedly thin. 
Except for fillets around rounded boulders, the soils are 
only a few cm thick. Samples from the crater rim include 
67704 from a white patch on the re901ith, and 67414 from 
a rake sample area a1: the same general site. Farther south 
along the rim, sample 67484 was taken as a reference soil 

and 67514 and 67604 are from rake sample sites. Sample 
67464 is from a fillet around a white breccia boulder. 
Sample 67944 is from the E-W split in House Rock, which is 
a breccia consisting of white clas":s in a dark matrix. 
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SAMPLE 67704,1 


Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Vesicular; with attached soil and microbreccia 
Color: Gray to brown; aphanitic 
Special Features: Zap pits on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.29g 

SAMPLE 67704,2 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a,3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to cohesive 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: Very rough and irregular 
Color: Matrixes chalky white; clasts angular, gray and white 
Special Features: Glass coating some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 14/ Weight: 2.17g 
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SAMPLE 6770'!..t.L 

Rock Type: Fine-gra~_ned crystallilles (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Most particles fairly smooth; two or three vesicular 
Color: Various shadE;s of gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1!5/ Weight: 1. 98g 

SAMPLE 67704,4 

Rock Type: Anorthosite (5c) 
Coherence (intergranlllar): Coherent 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Granular; partially coab:;d with white powdery dust 
Color: Pure white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.14g 

SAMPLE 67714,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccias (la) 
Coherence (intergranular): Very friable 
Shape: Angular to subangular 
Surface: Grainy 
Color: Matrixes gray; clasts gray and white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 5 / Weight: 0.26g 
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SAMPLE 67714,2 


Rock Type: Gray and white annealed microbreccias (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: Rough; partly coated with white powdery soil 
Color: Matrixes white; clasts gray and white 
Special Features: Spot of red rust on one particle 
No. of Particles: 8 / Weight: 1.07g 

SAMPLE 67714,3 

Rock Type: Anorthosites (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Rough; minor fracturing in one particle 
Shape: subangular 
Surface: Sugary 
Color: White to very light gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 6 / Weight: O.81g 

Remarks: 	 Three particles are white with a sugary,equigranular 
texture; 3 are grayish with similar texture. 
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SAMP LE 67714, 4 


Rock Type: Recrystallized microbJ~eccias (3b) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular; a few non-penetrative fractures 
Surface: 	 Very fine grained; partly coated with white dust 
Color: Gray, mottled with white J~elict clasts 
Special Features: tlone 
No. of Particles: 11/ Weight: 3 .. 38g 

Remarks: 	 On freshly frac-tured sw~faces the gray rock is 
webbed wii:h light streaks indicative of the 
original (~lastic nature of the material. 
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SAMPLE 67714,5 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular to subrounded 
Surface: 	 Most are smooth; a few, very rough 
Color: Various shades of gray 
Special Features: See remarks 
No. of Particles: 21/ Weight: 5.44g 

Remarks: 	 Two of these particles are dark gray, rough
surfaced, riddled with tiny vesicles and have 
numerous zap pits. They are apparently devitrified 
glasses. The remaining 19 particles are very 
fine-grained, have smooth surfaces partially 
covered with fine white dust and are typical 
clasts from gray and white microbreccias. 
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~:AMPLE 67484,1 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2 ) 

No. of particles: 8/ Weight: 1. 149 


Remarks: These particles include the following 3 types: 


a. Thin, rat:her fragile wafery crusts of 
vesicular glass, colorless to light brown, 
liberally cc)ated with fine soil and detritus. 
(3 parti cleEI) 

b. Irregular masses of vi i:reous to aphani tic, 
brown cindery glass; the largest particle in
cludes two fragments of light-colored crystal
line rock. 13 particles) 

c. Vesicular glass devitrified to a gray, 
opaque variety. (2 particles) 
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SAMPLE 67484,2 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Relatively smooth 
Color: Light to medium gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 9/ Weight: 1.48g 

SAMP LE 6 7 4 84 , 3 

Rock Type: Anorthositic microbreccias (Sa) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable and shedding fragments 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Smooth to rough and irregular 
Color: Chalky white to light gray; one particle coated with brown 
Special Features: None dust 
No. of Particles: 7 / Weight: O. S4g 

Remarks: 	 Five of these particles consist mainly of white 
fragments in a floury white matrix; one is gray 
and white; one is irregular, dust-coated, and 
may be partially glass. 
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SAMPLE 67484,4 


Rock Type: Crystallint~ anorthosites (5b, 5c) 
Coherence (intergranul,lr): Coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Pitted with a few small vUt3'gy cavities 
Color: White to light gray and whi b2 
Special Features: Gla:3s-lined zap p.its present 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 0.95g 

Remarks: 	 Particle a is chalky white with sparse dark 
aphanitic inclusions (5b); the other three 
particles are crystalline anorthosites (5c). 
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SAMPLE 67514,1 


Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a) 
Coherence (intergranu1ar): Friable 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: Rounded vesicles common; glassy crusts rare 
Color: Matrixes white; clasts white or gray, aphanitic 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 60/ Weight: 15.17g 

Remarks: 	 These breccias range from nearly pure white to 
medium gray; they could probably equally well 
be classed as anorthositic breccias, category 5a. 

SAMPLE 67514,2 

Rock Type: Anorthosites (5a) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular); Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Rough 
Color: Chalky whi te; sparse gray vein1e1:s and inclus ions 
Special Features: Rare zap pits lined with colorless glass 
No. of Particles: 13/ Weight: 3.32g 

Remarks: 	 These particles are of substantially the same 
composition as the matrix materials of 67514,1; 
but are of extraordinary purity. 
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67514,2 


SAMPLE 67~;14, 3 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergrar.ular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Aphanitic and smooth to fine-grained and roug'h 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: Host grains coated with fine white dust 
No. of Particles: 10/ Weight: 2.63g 

Remarks: 	 These chunks are probably disaggregated gray clasts 
from white breccias of 1:he type in 67514,1. 
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SAMPLE 67514,4 


Rock Type: Anorthosites (shocked) (5b 5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to'coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 Rough; granular 
Color: Chalky white with dark angular inclusions 
Special Features: Rust spots on some gray patches 
No. of Particles: 14/ Weight: 2.63g 

Remarks: 	 These particles appear to be shocked in situ 
with plagioclase made chalky white and mafics 
granulated or aphanitic. Some dark inclusions 
are rhombic in section. Macroscopically the 
particles do not appear to be polymict breccias; 
a few have textures that are regular enough to 
resemble graphic granite. One particle (far 
left) is unusual in having a mass of honey
yellow pyroxene as a mafic phase. 
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SAMPLE 67514,5 


Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: A subangular chip 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: White 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.15g 

Remarks: 	 This particle has a gra~ulitic texture with white 
to colorless plagioclase predominating; yellow 
mafic minerals minor, and sulfide crystals 
present as accessories. 

SAMPLE 67514,6 

Rock Type: Anorthosite (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Nearly s~)oth on fresh Eractures 
Color: Light gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: L / Weight: 0.09g 

Remarks: 	 A very fi::le-grained crystalline rock predomina.ntly 
of plagio:::lase with tiny grains of metal or 
sulfide. 
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SAMPLE 67464,1 


Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 

No. of Particles: 2/ Weight; O.lSg 


Remarks: 	 Two particles: (Left) a flattened, irregular, 
twisted mass of ropy glass with adhering grains 
of soil and fine dust. 
(Right) a 	 dark gray aphani t.ic fragment with one 
smoothly curving flow surface indented by a rounded 
vesicle and one zap pit; the other surfaces are 
irregular 	and partly coated with fine white soil 
and anorthositic microbreccia. 
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SAMPLE 67464,,2 


Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias; annealed (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent; one penetrative fracture 
Shape: Angular to subangular 
Surface: Smooth 
Color: Matrixes white mottled with gray 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.23g 

Remarks: 	 Fine-grained white crystallines laced with gray. 
The particle at right has a "crust" 1 mm thick 
of gray aphanitic material. 

SAMPLE 67464,3 

Rock Type: Fine-grained crystalline (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough 
Color: Light gray 
Special Features: A few tiny vesicles 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.lOg 

Remarks: 	 Sparse grains of metal or sulfide visible. 
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SAMPLE 67464 A 


Rock Type: Microbreccia, (3b) (recrystallized) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Irregularly chipped 
Color: Dark gray webbed with white streaks and lenses 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.17g 

Remarks: 	 This particle is so aphanitic it resembles 
chalcedony. It is a recrystallized cataclastic 
breccia with one prominent white veinlet. 

SAMPLE 67604,1 

Rock Type: Anorthositic crystallines (Sc) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subrounded 
Surface: 	 Irregular, with small vugs and rounded vesicles 
Color: Light gray to white 
Special Features: Zap pits present 
No. of Particles: 4 / Weight: 1.62g 

Remarks: 	 Textures vary from very fine to fairly coarse
grained; light, irregular patches appear to be 
relict clasts in recrystallized anorthositic breccias. 
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67604,1 


SAMPLE 67604,2 

Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a) 
Coherence (intergranu12lr): Friable 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Very irregular 
Color: Chalky white matrixes with gray and white angular clasts 
Special Features: Zap pits present 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.94q 
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SAMPLE 67944,1 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Angular, blocky 
Surface: Rough with small rounded vesicles 
Color: Ranges from light to dark gray and light brown 
Special Features: Zap pits common on some surfaces 
No. of Particles: 13/ Weight: 4.65g 

Remarks: Most of these particles may be devitrified glasses. 
Particle a, 17 mm long, has one smooth, concave 
surface with semi-vitreous luster showing a felty 
intergrowth of lath-like crystals. Adhering to 
the surface are two globular masses of brassy 
sulfide, one of which is dented by a zap pit. 
Zap pits are also common on the rest of the 
surface. 
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SAMPLE 67944,2 


Rock Type: Mottled gray crystallines (6b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable; shedding small chips 
Shape: Angular, s I abby 
Surface: Rough, granular 
Color: Gray, mottled and streaked wi.th white 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 8 / Weight: 2.06g 

Remarks: 	 These rocks have light streaks and patches in a 
gray groundmass which suggests that they are 
recrystallized gray and whi te breccias. On a finer 
scale they have a "salt-and-pepper"look similar to 
that of very fine-grained granites. However, if any 
dark mineral is present, it is in grains too minute 
to be visible under a binocular microscope. Some of 
the particles have delicate veins of dark glass .. 
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SAMPLE 67944,3 


Rock Type: Glassy veins (2) in anorthositic microbreccias (Sa) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Tabular 
Surface: 	 Smooth 
Color: Black glass; white breccia 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.66g 

Remarks: 	 One vein of black glass has abundant white 
aphanitic inclusions; the other is wholly black; 
vitreous in the center and aphanitic along both 
chilled margins. 
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SAMPLE 67944,4 


Rock Type: Microbreccias: gray and white (3b); anorthosi1:ic (5a) 

No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: 0.67g 

Remarks: 	 These two particles are classed together because 
they are thl= only microbreccias in sample 67944
The large g:cay and white breccia is annealed, 
coherent, ~lgular, and has a few prominent zap 
pits on its surface. The small white particle 
is a friabll= anorthositic breccia. 

SAMPLE 6794~~ 

Rock Type: Gabbroic anorthosite (:id) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent 
Shape: Subangular 
Surface: Rough, sugc'.ry 
Color: One particle yellowish brown; one gray 
Special Features: None 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.:IOg 

Remarks: 	 These partj.cles appear to consist of white plagio
clase (60%) honey-yellow mafies (40%) sparse fine
grained blclck opaques an~l rare grains of sulfide. 
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STATION 13 


Station 13 is about 0.5 km SE of the rim of 
North Ray Crater on a thick deposit of ejecta. The 
most striking feature at the si-t:e is Shadow Rock, 
a jagged block of breccia about 3 m high and 4 m wide. 
Shadow Rock which consists of white clasts in a 
black, vesicular matrix is presl~ably a block of 
ejecta from North Ray crater. One end of the rock 
projects out over the surface of the soil and not 
only casts a shadow but also shields a small area 
from primary or secondary impacts. Soil samples 
from this area, including 63324 and 63344, represent 
North Ray crater ejecta that has been undisturbed 
since Shadow Rock was emplaced; sample 63504, in 
contrast, is from a rake sample site about 8 m to 
the east where the regolith has been subject to 
gardening. 
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SAMPLE 63504,1 


Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccias (3a,3b) 
Coherence (intergranu1ar): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular to rounded 
Surface~ Rough, irregular 
Color: White matrixes; gray and white clasts 
Special Features: Thin glass crusts on some particles 
No. of Particles: 16/ Weight: 2.23g 

SAMPLE 63504,2 

Rock Type: Gray microbreccias; lightly annealed (3b) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Some surfaces coated with brown glass 
Color: Matrixes predominantly gray; clasts white 
Special Features: NO::le 
No. of Particles: 9.1 Weight: 2.01g 
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63504,2 


SAMPLE 63504,3 

Rock Type: Glassy particles (2) 
Coherence (intergranular): Brittle 
Shape: Irregular to ropy 
Surface: Rough; partially coated with dust and soil 
Color: Light brown to black 
Special Features: Large clast of white microbreccia welded to one 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: 0.59g particle 

Remarks: 	 The two larger particles are ropy masses of light 
brown glass coated with fine dust and incorporating 
fragments of microbreccia; the smallest particle 
is an irregular fragment of vesicular black glass. 
All particles are at least partly aphanitic. 
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SAMPLE 63504,4 


Rock Type: Fine-grained crystallines (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular; blocky to irregular 
Surface: Most are smooth; a few sugary or vesicular 
Color: Various shades of gray and brown 
Special Features: Zap pits on some particles 
No. of Particles: 42/ Weight: 8.82g 

", 
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SAMPLE 63504,5 


Rock Type: Anorthositic particles (5b, Sc) 
Coherence (intergranular): Friable to coherent 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Rough, sugary 
Color: White to light gray 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 13/ Weight: 2.42g 

Remarks: 	 Most of these particles appear to be equigranular 
crystalline anorthosites. One particle (lower left) 
is almost wholly coated with pale green to color
less glass. The particle at lower right is 
translucent; probably devitrified feldspar glass. 
The large particle at top center is of category 
5b; it has angular dark inclusions in a chalky 
white matrix and appears to have been shocked 
in situ. 
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SAMPLE 6350~ 

Rock Type: Exceptiollal particle 1'7) 
Coherence lintergramllar): Tough 
Shape: Blocky 
Surface: Rough, with a few rounded vesicles 
Color: Dark brown 
Special Features: Zap pits common on one surface 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.:L3g 

Remarks: 	 This parth:le is unusual in this collection for 
its dark b:cown color and medium-grained crys tal 
line appearance; it may be a mafic rock fragment 
or a recrY:3tallized glasi3. 

SAMPLE 63324,1 

Rock Type: Microbreccia 13b) 
Coherence lintergran111ar): Cohesive; lightly annealed 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: Rough; pi t-:ed 
Color: Matrix light gray; clasts dark and light 
Special Features: N()ne 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: 0.:L9g 
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SAMPLE 63324,2 


Rock Type: Crystallines; fine-grained to aphanitic (4) 
Coherence (intergranular): Coherent except for deep fractures in 
Shape: Angular, clumpy larger particle 
Surface: Very rough 
Color: Mottled; light and dark gray 
Special Features: Veinlets of aphanitic material in larger particle 
No. of Particles: 2 / Weight: O.4Sg 

Remarks: 	 These particles have a mottled appearance and 
irregular shape suggestive of recrystallized 
glassy microbreccias. 

SAMPLE 63324,3 

Rock Type: Anorthositic microbreccia (Sa) 
Coherence 	 (intergranular): Friable; with many small fractures 
Shape: Rounded 
Surface: 	 Very rough; ribbed with small glassy veinlets 
Color: Matrix white; veinlets gray 
Special Features: Small patches of glass crust 
No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.lSg 
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SAMPLE 633:24,4 


Rock Type: Crystallines (6b,4) 
Coherence 	 (intergranlllar): Tough 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: 	 One particle relatively 13mooth; two, vesicular 
Color: Speckled gray; brown 
Special Features: S]Jarse zap pits 
No. of Particles: 3 / Weight: O.36g 

Remarks: 	 The particle at left is very fine-grained with 
plagioclase and dark components in a "pepper
and-salt" "texture that il3 almost schistose. rrhe 
other two are finely crYl3talline but vesicular; 
they are p:cobably divitrified glasses. 
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SAL"1PLE 63344,1 


Rock Type: Metal ( 7) 

No. of Particles: 1 / Weight: O.22g 


Remarks: 	 This unique particle consists of metal globules 
welded together in a cohesive mass. Some of the 
globules are deformed to ellipsoids; others appear 
roughly hexagonal, which may result from crystal
lization or from close packinsr. View A shows the 
"top" surface of the aggregate. Here several 
globules are coated with rust and the interstices 
between globules are partially filled with fine 
dust. View B shows the "underside"; here a number 
of globules have broken away exposing the interior 
which is made up of fresh, shiny globules and 
open pore spaces. Welding scars, where globules 
have been lost, are present on some of the interior 
surfaces. 
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SAMPLE 63344,2 


Rock Type: Glassy particle ( 2) 
Coherence (intergranul.ar): Brittle 
Shape: Angular 
Surface: Mostly smoot~h but with numerous small vesicles 
Color: Dark gray 
Special Features: One surface coated with white breccia 
No. of Particles: I /' Weight: O.43g 
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SAMPLE 63344,3 


Rock Type: Anorthosites (5c) 
Coherence (intergranular): Tough 
Shape: Angular to subangular 
Surface: Fairly smooth 
Color: White to very light gray 
Special Features: See Remarks 
No. of Particles: 2 / weight: O.20g 

Remarks: 	 One particle (left) is a tough, angular fragment 
of fine-grained crystalline plagioclase with 
tiny specks of metal and sparse grains of a 
red mineral (spinel?). Zap pits occur on more 
than one surface. 

The particle at right appears to be a fragment 
of one large crystal of plagioclase coated with 
white soil. 
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SAMPLE 63344,4 


Rock Type: Gray and white microbreccia (3a) 
Coherence (intergranu]_ar): Friable; with closely spaced fractures 
Shape: Irregular 
Surface: Breccia very rough and ja9ged 
Color: Mottled gray and white 
Special Features: Dark aphanitic crust on one surface 
No. of Particles: 1 " Weight: 0.07g 
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TABLE I. Inventory of Apollo 16 4-10 rom fines. 

SAMPLE # PAR- MASS SAMPLE 
NUMBER TICLES ~ ROCK TYPE LOCATION PAGE 

station 1 
Cayley P1. 

61144,1 6 0.78 Microbreccias (la,lb) Traverse 
61144,2 1 0.52 Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) " 
61144,3 1 0.29 Varilitic basalt (7)? " 
61144,4 14 3.49 Crystallines (4) II 

61504,1 7 1. 69 Microbreccias (la,lb,lc) (-15 cm) 
61504,2 6 2.43 Glasses (2) " 
61504,3 25 5.93 Gabbroic Anorthosite (5d) " 
61504,4 5 1. 01 Anorthosites (5c) " 
61504,5 3 1. 06 Exceptional P. (7) " 

61164,1 2 0.25 Microbreccias (la,2) Plum Cr.Rim 
61164,2 2 0.94 Glasses (2) " 
61164,3 1 0.12 Gabbroic Anorthosite (5d) " 
61164,4 5 0.84 Crystallines (4) " 

61184,1 3 0.70 Microbreccias (la,lb) Plum Cr. Rim 
61184,2 2 1.12 Glasses (2) " 
61184,3 1 0.27 Ano rthos i te (5b) " 
61184,4 2 0.10 Anorthosites (Sa) " 
61184,5 6 2.01 Crystallines (4) " 
61184,6 3 1. 86 Anorthosites (5c,5d) " 

61244,1 18 2.60 Microbreccias (la,lb) Trench,top 
61244,2 6 0.67 Glasses (2) " 
61244,3 23 3.77 Crystallines (4) " 
61244,4 7 3.10 Anorthosites (5c,5d) " 

61224,1 6 0.58 Gray microbreccias (la,3a) Trench,bot. 
61224,2 1 0.18 Glass (2) " 
61224,3 12 3.18 Crys tal lines (4) " 
61224,4 8 2.31 Gray crystallines (6a) II 

61224,5 6 0.73 Anorthosites (5c,5d) " 
61224,6 3 0.34 Microporphyry (7) " 

61284,1 2 0.14 Microbreccias (la) Fillet 
61284,2 2 0.66 Glasses (2) " 
61284,3 5 0.77 Microbreccias (la,lc) " 
61284,4 1 0.04 Anorthosite (5b) " 
61284,5 8 1. 49 Crystallines (4) " 
61284,6 1 0.34 Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) " 
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TABLE I. (cont. ) 

SAMPLE # PAR MASS SAMPLE 
NUMBER TICLES ~ ROCK ~rYPE LOCATION PAGE 

Station 2 

62284,1 
62284,2 
62284,3 
62284,4 
62284,5 
62284,6 

17 
5 

13 
2 

15 
11 

2.03 
2.28 
1. 79 
0.29 
3.00 
2.26 

11icrobreccias (la) 
Cay ley P1.. 
Buster Cr.. 

Hicrobreccias (1c) " 
Gray microbreccias (3a, 3b) " 
Glasses ( 2) " 
Crysta11ines ( 4 ) " 
Gray crysta11ines (6a,6b) " 

62244,1 
62244,2 
62244,3 
62244,4 

48 
7 
4 

17 

8.70 
1. 55 
0.79 
3.14 

l1icrobreccias (1a) 
Gray microbreccias 
Glasses ( 2) 
Crystallines ( 4) 

" ,Rim 
(3a,3b)" 

" 
" 

62234,1 
62234,2 
62234,3 
62234,4 
62234,5 

4 
4 
6 

10 
6 

0.40 
0.74 
1. 39 
2.31 
3.00 

l1icrobreccias (la) 
l1icrobreccias (lc) 
Glasses (2 ) 
)\northosi tes ( '5a) 
Crysta11ines ( 4) 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Station 10 

60504,1 
60504,2 
60504,3 
60504,4 

4 
22 

7 
6 

0.22 
3.48 
1. 51 
1. 01 

)\northosi tes ('5a,5b) 
Hicrobreccias (lb,lc) 
Crystallines ( 4) 
Hicrobreccias (lc) 

Cay ley P l.~ 
ALSEP 
" 
" 
" 

60054,1 
60054,2 
60054,3 
60054,4 
60054,5 

1 
1 

10 
2 

14 

0.22 
0.30 
3.00 
0.42 
2.40 

Hicrobreccia (:La) 
Glass ( 2) 
)\northos i tes ( 5a) 
(;ray microbreccias 
Crystal1ines ( 4) 

(3b) 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

60604,1 
60604,2 
60604,3 
60604,4 

13 
3 
3 
7 

1.15 
0.61 
0.54 
1. 37 

l1icrobreccias (la ,lb ,lc) 
Gray crysta11ines (6a) 
Glass (2) 
Crystallines (4) 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Station 4 
Stone Mt. 

64504,1 
64504,2 
64504,3 
64504,4 
64504,5 
64504,6 
64504,7 

20 
19 

9 
23 
22 

5 
4 

4.16 
4.39 
2.12 
4.41 
3.47 
1. 05 
1. 52 

Hicrobreccias (la) 15-m Cr. , rim 
Gray microbreccias (3a, 3b) 
Gray microbreccias (3b) 
Crystallines (4) 
l\northosi tes (5a,5c) 
Exceptional (7) 
l\northos i tes (5c,5d) 
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TABLE I. (cont.) 

SAMPLE # PAR MASS SAMPLE 
NUMBER TICLES ~ ROCK TYPE LOCATION PAGE 

Station 4 
Stone Mt. 

64424,1 3 0.29 Microbreccias (la) Trench 
64424,2 2 0.68 Anorthosites (5b) " 
64424,3 1 0.15 Microbreccia (lc) " 
64424,4 4 0.64 Crys tallines (4) " 
64424,5 1 0.04 Exceptional (7) " 

64814,1 5 0.77 Microbreccias (la,lc) 20-m Cr.,rim 
64814,2 1 0.12 Glass (2) " 
64814,3 8 1. 59 Crys tallines (4) " 
64814,4 1 0.16 Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) " 

64804,1 12 1. 83 Microbreccias (la,lb,lc) " 
64804,2 14 2.93 Gray microbreccias (3b) " 
64804,3 4 1. 04 Anorthosites (5d) " 
64804,4 
(undusted) 

2 0.29 Anorthosites (5c) " 

65504,1 2 0.99 Microbreccias (lb) 20-m Cr. ,rim 
65504,2 6 2.04 Gray microbreccias (3a) " 
65504,3 2 0.54 Crysta11ines (4) " 
65504,4 > 16.77 Friable clods " 

65704,1 2 O. 83 Gray microbreccia (3a) " 
65704,2 1 0.17 Gabbroic anorthosite (5d) II 

65704,3 1 0.11 Gray microbreccia (3b) " 

65904,1 24 3.12 Microbreccias (la,lb) 15 cm depth 
65904,2 1 0.31 Glass (2) " 
65904,3 11 3.01 Gray microbreccias (3b) " 
65904,4 9 2.13 Crysta11ines (4) " 
65904,5 2 0.28 Gabbroic anorthosites (5d)" 

Station 6 
Stone Mt. 

66034,1 1 1.07 Microbreccias (lc) 10-m Cr.,rim 
66034,2 4 2.16 Microbreccias (3a) " 

(undusted) 
66044,1 
66044,2 

13 
15 

3.13 
3~09 

Glasses (2) 
Microbreccias (la,lb) 

" 
" 

66044,3 21 2.64 Anorthosites (Sa) " 
66044,4 3 0.42 Crys tallines (4) " 
66044,5 2 0.70 Anorthosites (5a,5c) " 
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TABLE I. ( cont. ) 

SAMPLE # PAR MASS SAMPLE 
NUMBER TICLES ~ ROCK TYPE LOCATION PAGE 

Station 6 
(undusted) Stone Mt. 
66084,1 4 0.42 Microbreccias (la,lb) White patch 
66084,2 5 0.96 Crystallines (4) " 
66084,3 5 0.68 Gray microbreccias (3a,3b)" 

Station 8 
S. Ray Cr. 

68504,1 12 1. 20 Microbreccia (la,lb) Ejecta dep. 
68504,2 3 1.10 Glasses (2) " 
68504,3 25 5.10 Crystallines (4) " 
68504,4 19 6.14 Crystallines (4) " 
68504,5 6 1. 26 Anorthosites (5c) " 
68504,6 4 1. 33 Exceptional P. (7) " 

(undusted) 
68124,1 6 0.44 Microbreccias (la,lb) 
68124,2 5 1. 24 Gray microbreccias (3b) 
68124,3 2 0.28 Glass (spherules) (2) 
68124,4 13 4.57 Crystallines (4) 
68124,5 2 0.33 Glasses (2) 
68124,6 5 0.80 Gray crys tallines (6a) 
68124,7 2 0.51 1\.northos i tes (:,a, 5 c) 

68844,1 13 1. 56 ~iicrobreccias (la,lb,lc) Ref.soil 
68844,2 10 2.21 Crys tallines (4,) " 
68844,3 6 0.66 l\.northosites (=ic) " 
68844,4 2 0.28 Exceptional (7) " 

68824,1 1 0.16 1I.northosite (Sa) Fillet 
68824,2 3 0.41 Glasses (2) " 
68824,3 3 0.59 C'rystal1ines (:lb) " 
68824,4 1 0.12 Exceptional (7) " 
68824,5 1 0.18 Jl.northosite (5c) " 

Station 9 
S. Ray Cr. 

69924,1 9 0.41 ~[icrobreccias (la,lb) S. rim soil 
69924,2 1 0.09 Gray microbreccia (3a) " 
69924,3 1 0.08 Glass (2) " 
69924,4 1 0.15 Jl.northos i te (5c) " 
69924,5 2 0.15 Crystallines (4) " 
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TABLE I. (cont. ) 

SAMPLE # PAR MASS SAMPLE 
NUMBER TICLES ~ ROCK TYPE LOCATION PAGE 

69944,1 
69944,2 
69944,3 
69944,4 
69944,5 
69944,6 

69964,1 
69964,2 
69964,3 
69964,4 
69964,5 

67704,1 
67704,2 
67704,3 
67704,4 

67714,1 
67714,2 
67714,3 
67714,4 
67714,5 

67484,1 
67484,2 
67484,3 
67484,4 

67514,1 
67514,2 
67514,3 
67514,4 
67514,5 
67514,6 

67464,1 
67464,2 
67464,3 
67464,4 

5 
3 

11 
6 
1 
2 

2 
2 
3 
5 
4 

2 
14 
lS 

1 

5 
8 
6 

11 
21 

8 
9 
7 
4 

60 
13 
10 
14 

1 
1 

2 
2 
1 
1 

0.41 
0.40 
1. 63 
1. 03 
0.12 
0.43 

0.S3 
0.70 
0.37 
1. 02 
0.98 

0.29 
2.17 
1. 9 8 
0.14 

0.26 
1. 07 
0.81 
3.38 
S.44 

1.14 
1. 48 
0.54 
0.9 S 

15.17 
3.32 
2.63 
2.63 
0.15 
0.09 

O.lS 
0.23 
0.10 
0.17 

Station 9 
S. Ray Cr. 

Microbreccias (la,lb,lc) Scoop soil 
Gray microbreccias (3a) " 
Glasses (2) " 
Crystallines (4) " 
Anorthosite (Sc) " 
Gray microbreccias (3b) " 

Glasses (2) Under 
Anorthosites (5c) boulder 
Microbreccias (la,lc) " 
Crystallines (4) " 
Glass-rich (2) " 

Station 11 
N. Ray Cr. 

Glasses (2) Rim; white 
Gray microbreccias ( 3a, 3b) " 

Crystallines (4) " 

Anorthosite (Sc) " 


Microbreccia (la) SE Rim 

Gray microbreccias (3b) " 

Anorthosites (Sc) " 

Gray microbreccias (3b) " 

Crystallines (4) " 


Glasses (2) S. Rim 

Crystallines (4) Ref. soil 

Anorthosites (Sa) " 

Anorthosites (Sa,Sc) " 


Gray microbreccias (3a) S. Rim 

Anorthosite (Sa) " 

Crystallines (4) " 

Anorthosi tes (Sb, 5c) " 

Gabbroic anorthosite (Sd) " 

Crystallines (Sc) " 


Glasses (2) Fillet 

Gray microbreccias (3b) " 

Crystalline (4) " 

Gray microbreccia (3b) " 
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TABLE I. (cont.) 

SAMPLE # PAR MASS SAMPLE 
NUMBER TICLES ~ ROCK TYPE LOCATION PAGE 

67604,1 4 1.62 Anorthosites (5c) Rim 
67604,2 3 0.94 Gray microbreccias (3a) " 

67944,1 13 4.65 Crystallines (4) House Rk. 
67944,2 8 2.06 Gray crystallines (6b) E-W split 
67944,3 2 0.66 Glasses (2) " 
67944,4 2 0.67 Graymicrobreccias (3b,5a)" 
67944,5 2 0.30 Gabbroic anorthosites (5d)" 

Station 13 
N. Ray Cr. 

63504,1 16 2.23 Gray microbreccia (3a,3b) Regolith 
63504,2 9 2.01 Gray microbreccias (3b) " 
63504,3 3 0.59 Glasses (2) " 
63504,4 42 8.82 Crystallines (4) " 
63504,5 13 2.42 Anorthosites (5b,5c) " 
63504,6 1 0.13 Exceptional P. (7) " 

Shadow 
63324,1 1 0.19 Gray microbreccia (3b) rock 
63324,2 2 0.45 Crystalline (4) " 
63324,3 1 0.15 Anorthosite (5a) " 
63324,4 3 0.36 Crystallines (6b,4) " 

63344,1 1 0.22 Metal (7) " 
63344,2 1 0.43 Glass (2) " 
63344,3 2 0.20 Anorthosites (5c) " 
63344,4 1 0.07 Gray microbreccia (3a) " 
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